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ABSTRACT 
Analytical techniques are present ed that permit the calculat i on of 
heat - transfer r at es with var i ous thermal-protect i on syst ems f or liquid-
cryogenic - propellant tanks subjected to on -board, sol ar, and planetary 
heat fluxes . The effect i vene s s of these protect i on syst ems in reducing 
propellant heating is s hown bot h for ideal heat - transf er models and for 
a simplif i ed hydrogen - oxygen terminal stage used for typ i cal Ma r s 
missions . 
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SUMMARY 
Analytical techniques are presented that permit the calculation of 
heat - transfer rates with various thermal -protect i ons stems for liquid-
cryogenic -propellant tanks subjected to on-board, solar, and planetary 
heat fluxes . The thermal-protection systems considered inc lude us i ng 
closely spaced reflective surfaces (foils) and widely spaced reflect i ve 
surfaces (shadow shields), insulat ion, arrangement of vehicle components, 
orientation with respect to radiant heating sources, and coatings for 
the control of solar absorptivity. The effectiv eness of these thermal-
prot ection systems in reducing propellant heating is shown both for ideal 
heat -transfer models and for a simplified hydrogen - oxygen terminal stage 
on a Mars mission. 
The proper or ientation of a space -vehicle cryogenic tank with re -
spect to the Sun is one of the more beneficial methods of reducing the 
heating effect of solar f lux . 
Shadow shields can be extremely effective in reducing the propellant 
heating due to both solar and on -board fluxes . However, low-altitude 
planet orbits can result in high propellant heating rates due to plan-
etary radiation reflected from the shields . For low-altitude orbits of 
more than a few days, foils appear to be desirable for all cryogenic -
tank surfaces. Foils are also effective in reducing the on-board heating . 
A choice of shadow shields or foils cannot be made until a particular 
vehic le and a particular mission are chosen . 
The thermal conductivity of insulat ion materials would have to be 
lower by about two orders of magnitude with no increase in density be -
fore insulation could compete with reflective surfaces for use in long -
duration thermal protection of cryogenic tanks in space . 
To demonstrate the application of the methods dev ised, thermal-
protections stems are developed for a hydrogen- oxygen terminal stage 
for typical Mars missions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cryogenic (low-temperature ) liquids are among the best propellants 
currently available for both chemical- and nuclear- rocket stages . Pres -
ently, the hi ghest specific impulses for chemical rockets are obtained 
by using hydrogen and oxygen or hydrogen and fluorine as propell ants. 
Many proposed nuclear - rocket propulsion systems utilize hydrogen as the 
working fluid . 
During the course of an interplanetary space mission, heat transfer 
to thes e cryogenic l iquids from the Sun, planets, planet atmospheres, 
and from other components of the rocket vehicle is inevitable . This 
heating causes propellant vaporization and consequent loss by venting . 
Unless these losses are small, the potential advantage of using cryogenic 
propellants would be negated. Thus, thermal protection of the cryogenic 
l i quid from the adverse heating environment is required . 
The objectives of this report are to examine the problem of heat 
absorption by cryogenic propellants due to the thermal- radiation environ-
ment of space and to compare the effectiveness of var i ous thermal-
protection devices for spec ific applications . Aerodynamic heat i ng of 
propellants during boost has already been discussed in references 1 and 
2 . The storage of propellants in circular satellite orbit s has been 
treated in references 3 and 4 . References 5 and 6 have examined the 
problem of propellant storage in the space environment away from planets. 
An analysis of hydrogen storage problems for a nuclear - r ocket mi ssion to 
Mars or Venus was made in reference 7. The thermal-protection systems 
considered were reflective shields, attitude control, refrigeration, and 
freezing . The problem of cryogenic - propellant boiloff for hypothetical 
Mars and Venus trips using hydrogen and oxygen propellants has been 
analyzed in reference 8 . The methods of reference 8 were used in ref -
erence 9 to account for the thermal-protection systems required on 
manned nuclear - rocket missions to Mars . 
This report prov ides the basic methods of analysis required t o pre -
dict the heat - transfer rates through various thermal-protection devices, 
thus facilitating the choice of a thermal-protection system for a partic -
ular application . The results presented in reference 8 were based on the 
analyt ical techniques presented herein. Where feasible, comparisons of 
the results of the present work with the results of other investigators 
have been included. Several methods of reducing propellant heating are 
analyzed in this report , including spacing between components of the 
vehicle, thermal- radiation shielding, orientation of the vehi cle wit h 
respect to the Sun, and coatings . The effectiveness of these thermal-
protection methods is compared for reducing both on-board and external 
heating from the Sun and planets . To clarify the procedure for choos i ng 
a particular thermal-protection system, the design of such systems for 
a hypothetical hydrogen- oxygen chemical - r ocket terminal stage for Mars 
missions is included. 
ANALYSIS 
The sources of propellant heating may be either internal or Exter -
nal with respect to the rocket vehicle. Several methods of protection 
against these heat fluxes will be discussed. 
Heat Sources 
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On -board sources. - The on-board sources of heat flux are the adja-
cent c omponet s of the vehicle ( i . e . ) any part of the vehicle to which the 
propellant wi ll be exposed )) and nuclear radiation (assuming a reactor 
is on board for either propulsion or auxiliary power ). Heat ing caused 
by the gamma rays and neutron flux of a react or has been inves t igated in 
reference 10 . Therefore) no further treatment of nuclear - heat ing effects 
will be made herein . 
Heating of cryogenic propell ants due to adjacent components is 
caused by thermal radiation and by conduction through propellant lines 
and structural members . The rate· of heat i ng by radiation is approxi -
mately proportional to the difference between the fourth powers of the 
absolute temperatures of the adjacent component and the propellant . This 
can become relatively large if a low-temperature cryogenic is near a 
high- temperature (about room temperature or warmer ) component. The rate 
of heat transfer per un i t area by conduct i on i s directly proportional to 
the product of temperature difference between adjacent components and 
thermal c onductiv i ty of t he conductor) and inversely proportional to the 
length of the heat path. Heat transferred by conduction is therefore a 
function of the design features and detailed structural configuration of 
each specific vehicle and is not amenable to generalized treatment . For 
this reason) only heat transferred among components by radiation is con -
sidered in thi s report . The structural members that separate and support 
propellant tanks must be designed so as to ensure low rates of heat con-
duct i on . Thi s may be done by using low- conductivity lami nated stainless -
steel supports . 
External sources. - The external sources of heat are the Sun and 
the planets . Heat i s transferred between these sources and the cryogenic 
storage system b y thermal radiation . The lar gest external heat flux en-
countered by a vehicle within our solar system i s that whi ch orig i nates 
from the Sun . Because the planets are great distances from the Sun) it 
can be assumed that the solar flux at the planets is essent ially parallel 
waves of electromagnet i c radiation. Thus) for a unit area that is per -
pendicul ar to a radius vector from the Sun) this flux (outside of planet 
atmospheres ) is inversely proport ional to the square of the distance 
from the Sun and is gi ven by 
(1) 
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(See appendix A for the definition of all symbols .) For this report it 
was assumed that at Ea r th Es= l.OJ r s= 2. 2836Xl09 feet ( 0 . 6960Xl09 m)J 
rsJP = 4.9ox1011 feet (1. 49x1011 m) J and Ts= 10)360° R (5755° K). This 
resulted in a flux of 428 Btu per hour per square footJ which agrees with 
the value i n reference 11. Numerous other estimates of this flux have 
been published. These estimates range from about 420 to 440 Btu/ (hr ) 
( sq ft ). 
The heat flux that a vehicle receives from a planet results partly 
from planetary radiation and partly from reflected solar radiation . This 
planetary heat flux is given by 
Q 4 r s 4 
. [ ~ )2 ] A = f 0EpTp + oapEs rsJP Tsz = f 5 ( 2 ) 
where a is the albedo of the planetJ and f is the angle factor be-
tween the planet and the body of interest (angle factors for a hori -
zontal and vertical surface above a planet are g i ven i n appendix B). The 
coefficient z accounts for the relative position of the body wit h re-
spect to the planet (z i s 1 at "noon" and O at "mi dnight"). Pl anetary 
constants are tabulated in table I. The planetary heat flux increases 
as the distance from a planet decreases and can be of the same order of 
magni tude as the solar flux. For example) a horizontal surface 100 
statute miles above the sunlit Earth at noon would receive a planetar y 
heat flux of approximately 234 Btu/(hr )( sq ft ) (using the values for ap 
and Tp shown in table I). Although this planetary flux becomes rela-
tively largeJ it never exceeds the solar flux . 
Assumpt i ons 
As a simplificat i on) it was assumed i n many examples here i n that a 
typ i cal space vehi cle i s composed of components (payload) fuelJ and per-
haps an oxi dant ) hav i ng equal circular cross - sectional areas and arranged 
on a common axis . 
I t was also assumed that the vehicle components are at a constant 
temper ature and that steady- state conditions p r evai l . 
The effect i ve temperature of space has been a ssumed equal to o0 R 
except where noted. Converting the estimate of galactic heat flux in 
reference 12 to temperature yi elds an effect i ve space temperature of 
about 20° R (11° K). The storage of liquid hydrogen in any reasonable 
tank for space applications i nvolves heat l eaks of such magni tudes that 
the heating due to galact ic f lux becomes insignificant. 
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Absorptivities and emissivities were assumed to be total hemispher-
ical values. Although references 13 and 14 indicate that, for engineer-
ing purposes, emissivity and absorptivity can be assumed to be equal, 
this assumption is generally valid only when the radiating surfaces are 
at the same temperature . The spectral absorptivity of a surface can vary 
greatly with the wavelength of the incident radiation. Solar radiation 
(both direct and reflected) is concentrated predominantly in a region of 
short wavelength compared with radiation from bodies at low temperature 
(relative to the temperature of the Sun). 
Methods of Reducing Propellant Heat Absorption 
Due to On-Board Sources 
Spacing of components. - The net rate of heat absorption for a sur-
face y exposed to direct and reflected thermal radiation from an adja-
cent surface x (in a vacuum environment) is given by 
4 CT Exfx, -f,yTx (3) 
where fx,y and fy,x are the angle factors (fx,y is the fraction of 
the total radiation that leaves the first surface x and arrives at the 
second surface y ) between the two adjacent c omponents, and Tx and Ty 
are the absolute temperatures of the components. This equation allows 
for an infinite number of diffuse reflections between components. The 
general method of treat i ng these reflections is given in appendix C. 
The heat absorbed by component y can be reduced by changing the 
emissiv i ty and/or the absorptivity of surfaces x and y. The heat -
transfer rate through surface y (for large values of fx, y and fy,x) 
can be decreased by reducing both E and Ex· This effect will be 
demonstrated in the RESULTS AND DISctJSSION. Also, the net heat -absorption 
rate can be reduced by reducing the angle factors f and fy x· By 
x, y ' 
assumi ng that absorptivity and emissivity are equal and constant and 
not i ng that fx,y and fy,x are equal for parallel equal-diameter cir-
cular disks (arranged on a common axis), equation (3) becomes 
s 
A 
(4) 
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The angle factor f between the parallel ends of the components is a 
function of the distance between components and their diameters . For a 
constant d i ameter, the angle factor between adjacent components will 
approach zero as the distance between components increases and wi ll ap -
proach 1 as the distance decreases . When the components are separated 
by a large enough distance so that the angle factor is essentially zero, 
equation (4 ) becomes 
(5 ) 
Here the body concerned loses heat to space, which has been assumed to 
b e at o0 R. 
When the components a r e close enough together that the angle factor 
is essentially equal to 1, equation (4 ) becomes 
(6 ) 
This is the maximum rate of heat transfer between the two components . 
Here i t is apparent that the heat -absorption rate can be reduced by re -
ducing e i ther or bot h Ey and Ex· For this case the net rate of heat 
absorption by surface y is the same as the net rate of heat emission 
by surface x, because the angle factor equals 1 ( i . e . , no heat loss at 
the edges ). 
Thus, i t appears that the heat flux from on-board sources can be 
decreas ed by increasing the di stance between components . However, when 
propellants are subjected to radiation from external sources as well as 
on-board heat f l ux, increasing the distance between components may not 
be desirable . This will be discussed later . 
Reflective shields . - The heat t ransfer between adjacent components 
can b e greatly reduced by inserting parallel, t herma l ly isolated, re-
f l ect i ve shields between components as shown in sketch (a) . The relation 
Heat source - 7 ,Cryogenic tank 
•/ \D 
'---~----v------✓ 
Reflective shields 
(a ) 
for the net rate of heat absorption by surface y with one reflective 
shield placed directly between the components is given by appendix Das 
s 
A 
7 
f 2 (1 - ay) (1 - ¾U [Ey( l + °'J<:f2 - f 2 ) + Ex ( l + ayr2 - f 2 )J 
0Ey( l + °'J<:f2 - f 2 )Ti (7) 
It is assumed that the reflect i ve shi eld is thin enough so that no tem-
peratur e gradient exists across the shi eld. Here the angle factor f 
is common throughout because the shield has the same cross - sectional area 
as the components and is equally spaced between them. The net rate of 
heat absorption by surface y can be decreased by decreasing ~ and 
Ex and by decreasing the angle factor f . The angle factor can be de -
creased by increasing the distance between the components and t he shield . 
Again) when the spacing i s such that f is essentially zero) equation 
(5 ) results . When the reflective shields between the components are so 
closely spaced that the angle factor is essentially equa l to lJ the net 
rate of heat absorption by surface y is g i ven by equation (D3) or 
0Ey[ (~)y(~)x] N+l 4 4 
s 
TX - 0EyTy 
A = N+l (8 ) 
l - (~);(~t 
( 1 - ~ + ::-) 
l 
- (~)y (~ t 
The equations for the net rate of heat absorption by surface y 
with 2) 3J .. •J N shi elds between components are given in appendix D. 
In general) the heat - absorption rates can be decreased by increas i ng the 
number of shields . Hereinafter) the widely spaced shields will be re -
ferred to as shadow shields) and the closely spaced shields ( f = 1 ) will 
be referred to as foils. 
When (a /E) y ( E/a)x = l J in equation (8 )J the term 
{1 - [(a/E )y (E/a )x] N+l}/[1 - (a/E) y (E/a )x] should be replaced by 
Then) if ax = Ex and ay = EyJ equation (8 ) becomes 
(N + l ) . 
(9 ) 
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From this equation it is apparent that the heat - transfer rate can 
be reduced by increas i ng the number of foils or decreas i ng the emi ssivity 
of the components . Thus, the heat - absorpt.ion rate of a surface y can 
be reduced considerably by placing shadow shields or fo i ls between it 
and the adjacent component. 
I nsulation . - Another means of reduc i ng the heat transfer between 
components i s to use insulat i on in this area . The best available purely 
insulative materials have such a high thermal conductivity that they are 
unattractive on a weight basis compared with multiple reflective surface 
materials for the protection of cryogeni c pr opellant tanks i n the en-
v i ronment of space . I t was shown in referenc·e 8 that the thermal con-
ductivi ty of i nsulat i on materi als would have to be lower by about two 
orders of magnitude ( from a current low value of about 0 . 001 (Btu )( in . )/ 
(hr) ( sq ft)(°F ) ) with no increase in density before insulations could 
compete with refl ectiv e surfaces for use in long -duration thermal pro-
tection of cryogenic tanks in space. I t i s recogn i zed, however, that 
insulation may be used extensively both for protection against aero-
dynamic heating and for protection of noncryogenic - propellant tanks in 
space. 
Methods of Reducing Propellant Heat Absorption Due to 
External Heat Sources 
The techniques of reducing propellant heat absorption due to in-
ternal heat sources were rest ricted to those encountered in normal ground 
inst allations . When the propellant tank is assumed to be in space, the 
external radiat ion env ironment and concomitant methods of reducing pro -
pellant heat absorption differ in some respects from those previously 
discussed. The methods tha t will be d i scussed are (1 ) using coatings 
having a low abs orpt ivi ty for the incident radiation, (2) using reflec -
tive surfaces, and (3 ) var ying the or ientat i on of the propellant tank 
with respect to the incident radiation . 
Coat ings. - I f it is assumed, as s hown in sketch (b), that flux Y 
is incident upon an element of surface area A having an absorptivity 
a, a solar absorptiv i ty as, an emissivity E, and a temperature T, then 
the net rate of heat transfer through the surface i s, in general, 
(10 ) 
y 
-t 
t A t t 
---a5 ,e,a 
(%t f= rreT 4 
(b ) 
For the spec ial case where Y is direct solar flux or planetary flux 
(due to alb edo and planet t emperature), eQuation (10) becomes 
(11 ) 
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I n general, if Y is from a body at a temperature less than the melt i ng 
poi nt of common metals, then a = E. If Y i s from the Sun, as f E, 
and as/E may be less than or greater than unity depending on the com-
position of surface A. For problems i nvolvi ng storage of propellants 
near the Earth, Ymax is about 428 Btu/(hr )( sQ ft ). I n order to mi nimize 
(Q/A) n, a mat erial or coat i ng having low as and hi gh E should be 
used . For si l i ca oxide on magnesium, refer ence 15 gives as = 0 . 21 and 
E = 0. 83. Therefore, in order for the T4 term to be significant (say 
1 percent as large as the Y term ), T must be greater than about 160° R 
(89° K). Thus, coat ings for bare cryogeni c tanks s hould have ma i nly low 
values of as, but coatings for hi gher- temperature surfaces ( e . g . , the 
outermost surface of insulations) should have not only a l ow value of 
as but also a hi gh value of E. 
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I t has b een shown previous ly that the rate of heat absorption by a 
surface in space subjected to s olar flux is strongly dependent upon the 
values of solar absorptivity and emissivity peculiar to the surface . 
Some contr ol of t he se properties is possib le through the use of coatings 
(paints, oxides, metals, etc .). However, as shown in reference 16, the 
solar absorptivity and emissiv i ty ma y change significantly a fter exposure 
to ascent heating, Van Allen radiation, sputtering, meteor oi d erosion, 
the ultraviolet component of solar radiation, and prelaunch oxidat i on 
and corrosion . 
:Emissivity va lues ma y range from 0 . 02 to about 0. 9, and solar ab -
s orptiv ity to emissivity ratios may range from about 0.2 to 21 (refs . 15 
to 17 ). For most space missions there would undoubtedly be an optimum 
coat ing or material to use for each particular. surface of a vehicle. To 
i ndicate such optimums is beyond the scope of this report. The analyt -
ical relat i ons included i n this report have in most cases i ncluded s olar 
abs orptiv ity as a parameter . 
I n v iew of the f act that long- durat ion exposure of surfaces to the 
space environment may alter surface s olar absorptivity and emi ss i v ity 
(ref . 16 ) , conservat i v e assumptions for surface properties have be en as -
sumed herein . To suggest at this time using extremely low values f or 
~s or E for long space missions would i nvolve considerable risk of 
change in these surface properties during the mis s i on . 
Reflective shields . - One method of reducing the heat transfer into 
an exposed cryogenic- tank surface is to place shadow s hields between the 
cryogenic surface and the external heat source as shown i n sketch (c). 
G 
~ 
Shadow 
shields 
( C) 
• 
• y 
When the incoming waves of electromagnetic radiation are i ncident only 
on the outer surface of the outermost shield, the expression for the 
net rate of heat absorption by surface y wit h one shadow shield 
placed between it and the external flux Y is given by 
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~=----------a,~s~E~x~a,~/_Y _________ _ 
A [1 - f 2(1 - a,x ) (1 - a,y)] (Ea + Ex ) - ~xf2 (1 - ~ )a,x 
+ [1 - f 2 (1 - a,Y ) (1 - ¾)] {~ - f 2 (1 - ~ ) (1 - a,x )] (E0 + Ex ) - Exf2 (1 - a,y )a,x } 
0E~2 (1 - a,x )a,yT~ 4 
+ [1 - f2(1 - a,y ) (1 - ¾ )] - 0EyTy (12 ) 
where a.8Y is the fraction of incident solar and/or planetary radiation 
absorbed by the surface exposed to flux Y) Ea i s the emissivity (ab -
sorptivi ty) of all other shield surfaces) and a,y and Ey are the ab-
sorpt i v ity and emissivity) respectively) of the t ank surface y . The 
angle factor f i s common throughout because the cross- sectional areas 
of the cryogenic - tank surface and the shadow shield were a s sumed to be 
equal . (The equation for unequal cross-sectional areas can be developed 
with the techniqu es presented i n appendixes C and D.) Agai n) when the 
angle fact or approaches zero) equation (5 ) results . I t is a lso apparent 
from equation (12) that the net heat-absorpt i on r ate of surface y can 
b e reduced by decreasing a.8 and/or i ncreas i ng E0 • The equat ions for 
2) 3) .. •) N shadow shi elds are presented i n appendix D. In general) 
the heat -absorpt i on rate can be decreased by i ncreas i ng the number of 
shadow shields. I f i t had been a ssumed that t he s hadow shields had a 
finite thermal conduct i v i ty laterally) a temperature gradient would have 
existed in t he lateral d i rection. I t is conceivable that this tempera-
ture gradient could be important i f a more exact calcul ation of s hi eld 
temperature is required. Analytical techniques for determining this 
temperature gradient are shown in reference 18 . 
The heat - absorpt i on rate of a cryogenic -tank surface exposed to an 
external flux can also be reduced by applying f oi ls as shown i n sketch 
(d) . This case is the same as the shadow- shield case represented by 
Cryogenic tank7 
I 
I 
I 
y 
Ir Foils 
I 
(d ) 
...---
....--
• 
y 
~ 
""""'--
12 
equation (12 ), except that, with foils, t he angle f actor between adjacent 
surfaces has a value of 1 . 
The relation for the net heat -absorption rate of surface y with 
N foils protecting i t can b e derived from equation (12 ) and i s g i ven 
by equation (DB) or 
~ = ______ : _:~~~r_E~t~(_1_)_x~]~N-E_Y_Y_-_a_E_Y_T_~-----
A (1 - ' + CX,y){l - [(~ ) y (1 )x] N} + Ey 11(~) (_§_) l N ~ ¾ 1 _ ( ~ )y(1)x Eo ~E ya, xj 
(13) 
When (a./E)yCE/a. )x = 1, the t erm {1 - [(a./E) y (E/ a. )x] N}/[1 - (a./E) y (E/ a. )x] 
s hould be replaced by N. Then, by assumi ng that a,y = Ey and ¾ =Ex, 
equation (13) becomes 
4 ~ = ___ a._s_Y_-_a_E_0_T~y __ _ 
A E (J:.... + J:_ - l) N + 1 
o\Ey Ex 
(14) 
whi ch is identical to a relation presented (but not derived ) i n refer-
ence 5 . Thus, the net rate of heat ab sorption of incident radiation Y 
by a cryogenic-tank surface y can be r educed by increasing the number 
of foils, decreasing the emiss i v i t i es of the inner foils (Ey, Ex ) , de -
creasing the solar absorptivity of the exposed outer surface (a,s), and/or 
increasing the emissivity of t he out er surface (E 0 ) . 
Appendix D g i ves equations that predict the rate of heat transfer 
when combinat ions of the precedi ng shielding devi ces are utilized . 
Orientat i on . - For any body in space, the amount of heat absorbed 
from solar flux or planetary flux depends on the area expos ed to these 
radiant heat sources . The amount of solar heat absorbed can be mi n i -
mi zed by mi nimiz i ng the projected area exposed to the Sun . Thus, for 
the vehi cles shown i n figure 1, the inc ident solar flux wi ll be mi ni mi zed 
by alini ng the l ong i tudinal axis of the stage with the position vector 
of the stage relat i v e to the Su.~ . At the extremely great distances from 
the Sun of concern here, the solar flux i s nearly parallel . Thus, the 
sides of the vehicle es sent ially will not " see" the Sun . For space -
vehicle operat i on i n the v icini ty of either the Sun or a planet, the 
apparent flux is not parallel. Therefore, whi le vehicle or i entat ion can 
mi n i mi ze the pro jected area, i t cannot completely el imi nate the heat ing 
effect of this flux . 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSI ON 
Two space vehicles of current i nterest that use cryogenic propel-
lants are (1) the high- specific - impulse chemi cal rocket (with liquid 
hydrogen as the fuel and liquid oxygen or liquid fluorine as an oxidizer) J 
and ( 2 ) the nuclear r ocket (with liquid hydrogen as the fuel ). Schematic 
diagrams of these vehicles are shown in figure 1 . Each vehicle has a 
payload) a propellant (or propellants )J and an engine . I t was assumed 
that the cross - sectional areas of the components were ircular and that 
the propellant tanks were cylindrical . I t was also assumed that the pay-
load temperature was 520° R ( 290° K) and that the propellants) hydrogen 
and oxygenJ for example) were slightly subcooledJ havi ng constant tem-
peratures of 30° and 140° R (17° and 78° K) J respectively. Liquid oxygen 
was selected as the chemical - rocket oxidant merely f or purposes of dis -
cussion . Fluorine could also have been usedJ as its storage temperature 
and vaporizat i on characteristics are similar to those of oxygen . With 
the basic components of these two vehi cles defined) it i s now poss i ble 
to examine the var i ous thermal-protection techniques suggested in the 
ANALYSIS. These thermal -protection techniques are not limited to the 
vehicles chosen: but are applicable f or any space storage system. 
Thermal Protection Agai nst On -Board Heating 
Arrangement and spacing of vehicle components . - The bas i c arrange -
ment and spacing of the various components of any vehicle utilizing 
cryogenic propellants can have profound effects upon the thermal-
protection problem. I n figure 2, the propellant heating rate i s plotted 
against the spaci ng ratio between various comfonents for a constant value 
of absorptiv i ty and emissivity (a = E = 0 . 1 ). For this figure it was 
assumed that there was heat transfer only between components (i. e . ) there 
was no heat transfer through the sides of the cryogenic containers ) . The 
effectiveness of spacing in reducing heat transfer between components 
includes the external effect that the tank ends are allowed to radiate 
to space . Negative heat -absorption rates indicated here and on other 
figures in this report signify a net loss from a part icular surface . I t 
is evident that the heat i ng rates var y widely) depending on the temper -
ature of the adjacent component . For example) the heat - absorption rate 
of hydrogen when placed next to a 520° R payload is 160 Btu/(day)(sq ft)J 
and when placed next to an oxygen tank is 0 . 83 Btu/(day)(sq ft) 
(assuming 2/d = 0 . 0001) . Assuming 2/d = 0 . 0001 between all components 
and that the components are arr anged in descending order of temperature 
(top sketch on fig . 2) J the net hydrogen heat - absorption rate is 
0 . 83 Btu/(day)(sq ft) (radi ation f r om hydrogen to space is negligib l e 
7 
-Absorptivities and emissivities on the order of 0 . 1 are typical 
of oxidized aluminum, polished stainless steelJ and smooth unpolished 
Monel ( refs . 14 and 19 ). 
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compared to 0. 83 Btu/ (day)(sq ft) from oxygen) . The net oxygen heat -
absorption rate for this configuration (160 Btu/ (day) (sq ft)) is a 
result of heating on t he payload end (160 Btu/(day)(sq ft)) and cooling 
on the hydrogen end (0 . 83 Btu/(day)(sq f t) ) . By interchanging the pro -
pellant tanks (lower sketch on fig . 2), the hydrogen heat -ab sorption 
rate is 160 Btu/(day)(sq ft), and the oxygen cooling rate is 0.83 
Btu/ (day) ( sq ft). The optimum arrangement of components depends not 
only on the magnitude of these rates but also on t he absolute size and 
shape of the propellant t anks, the fluid configuration within the tanks, 
and the effectiveness of other protection devices in reduc ing on-board 
flux . Another point that should be emphas ized here is that the optimum 
arrangement of components will also depend upon the mission profile 
(i . e., the external heat sources and t heir temporal var i ation will have 
some bearing on the arrangement of components ). 
I t is also apparent from f i gure 2 that t he heat - absorpt i on rates 
can be decreased considerably by increasing the spacing rat io. For 
example, the heat - absorpt i on rate of hydrogen due to heat transfer from 
the payload can be reduced from 160 to 0 . 1 Btu/ (day)(sq ft ) merely by 
increasing i/d from 0 . 0001 to 8 . 6 . I ncreased spacing r at ios hav e the 
adverse effect of increasing the structural weight . 
Shadow s hielding . - Figure 3 demonstrates how shadow shields may 
be us ed to reduce on-board hea t flux. I n figure 3 (a) the heat - absorpt ion 
rate of hydrogen when placed adjacent to a 520° R source of heat is 
plotted against the number of shadow shields b etween the t anks . Several 
values of spacing ratio between adj acent surfaces are s hown . Emissivity 
and absorptiv i ty are assumed equal to 0 . 1 . For this figure and for 
several others throughout this report, curves are shown even though dat a 
are valid only for integer values of reflective surfaces . From the fig -
ure it is apparent that shadow shields are capable of reducing the heat 
transfer between tanks considerably . For any gi ven number of shadow 
s hields, the heat -absorption rate decreases with increasing spacing 
ratio i/d. With extremely small i/d, t he angle factor between adjacent 
shields approaches 1 . Thus, the shadow shield and foil equations should 
be expect ed to yield nearly t he same value. Figure 3 (a ) shows this ef-
fect for small numbers of shields . For all values of I /d, if a large 
enough number of shadow shields is used, t he hydrogen heat - absorption 
rate eventually becomes negative because of radiation to space from the 
shield and tank surfaces. For example, if the I/d between adjacent 
surfaces is 0 . 01, the hydrogen heat - absorption rate is negative for 1 4 
or more shadow shields spaced between the 520° R heat source and the 
30° R hydrogen. Also, if the I /d i s 1, the heat -absorption rate is 
negative even for two shields between the components . 
I n figure 3 (b ), the propellant heat - absorpt ion rate is plotted 
against t he number of s hadow shi elds for a range of emissiv ities us ing 
a constant value of spacing rat io I/d of 0 . l . Decreased heat - absorpt i on 
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rates are obtained by decreasing the emissivity or increasing the number 
of shadow shields) or both. 
Figure 3 (c) is included to show the effect of both the number of 
shadow s h ields and the variation of s hield emissiv i t ies from front to 
back surfaces on the hydrogen heat -absorption rate . In each case) the 
spacing ratio between reflective surfaces was assumed to be 0 . 1. Emis-
sivi ty a nd absorptiv ity on a particular surface were assumed to be equal 
(see ANALYSIS ). The figure indicates that decreases in emissiv i ty on 
any surface will result in lower heat -absorption rates . The lowest ab -
sorption rates are obtained by using the lowest value of absorptivity 
and emissivity on all surfaces. For figure 3(c) i t appears that de -
creasing the value of EF is more effective in reducing the hydrogen 
heat - absorption rate than decreasing the value of EF . Data from refer -
ences 14 and 19 i ndicate that the emissivity of aluminum. can conserva-
t ively be t aken as 0.1 . Optimistically) emissivity values of as low as 
0.01 may be found for certain silver or aluminum surfaces. 
Foils . - By laminating alt e~nate layers of aluminum foil and glass -
fiber paper (as described in ref . 20 ) J heat - transfer characteristics are 
attainable that approximate those of foils . Laminated assemblies of 
this type weigh only about 0 . 01 pound per square foot per foil and con-
tain about 50 foils per inch of thickness. Figure 4 shows the effect of 
the numb er of foils on the hydrogen heat-absorption rate due to heat 
transfer b et ween hydrogen) oxygen) and a payload. Emissivity levels of 
l . OJ O. lJ and 0 . 01 are s hown (the 0 . 1 value yielding heat - absorption 
rates conservatively approximat i ng commercial fo i lsJ refs . 20 to 22) . 
I t was assumed that emissiv i ty and absorptivity are equal . I ncreasing 
the number of foils and decreasing the foil emissiv ity both decrease the 
rate of hea t absorption. I t is apparent from the figure that the heat -
absorpt ion rate due to placing hydrogen adjacent to a 520° R heat source 
is much larger than the hydrogen heat - absorption rate due to hydrogen 
and oxygen t anks being adj acent. For example) if ~ = E = O.lJ and if 
100 foils are used for protect ion) the hydrogen heat -absorption rate 
due to a 520° R payload is about 1. 6 Btu/(day )( sq ft )J while the hydrogen 
heat - absorption rate due to a 140° R oxygen tank is only about 0.0082 
Btu/ (day) ( sq ft) . 
Comparison of methods . - The choice of a particular method of 
achiev ing acceptable boiloff losses due to on-board heat flux between 
components is usually made on the basis of weight . Several elements of 
this we i ght problem are the weight of the prot ect i on device) the struc-
tural weight penalty necessar to employ the protection device, and the 
integrated weight of the propellant boiloff for the complete mission . 
The weight of individual shadow shields s hould be roughl y the same as 
the weight of indi vidual foils ; however) additional structural - suppor t 
wei ht will be required to span the gap between shadow shields . Struc -
tural we ights for thes e applications are greatly dependent on both the 
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absolut e weight of the struct ure and the acceleration l oads to which the 
structure will be sub j ect ed. The weight of these structures can vary 
from l i ght inflatable structur es to t he heavy structures found between 
lower stages of mult istage vehicles . Thus) the structural weight problem 
must also be defined for each particular appli cat ion before a final 
opt imization of the thermal-protection s ystem can be made. 
Th e hydrogen heat - absorpt ion rate is plotted against the spacing 
ratio between hydrogen and an adj acent 520° R component in figur e 5 . 
For spacing rat ios greater t han about 0 . lJ the heat -absorpt ion rat e de -
creases rapidly with i ncreas i ng 2/d. Horizontal dashed lines are in -
cluded on the figure to f acilitate a c omparison between gaps and foils 
for this int ercomponent protection . I f it is assumed that foil densities 
of 40 per inch a r e available, then 100 foils would occupy only ab out 
2. 5 inches of thickness. This number of foils would supply the same 
protection a s components with no f oils but separated by a gap of about 
2. 3 diameters. With int ercomponent structural weight s rat her sub -
stantial compared wit h foil we ights of 7 pounds per cubic foot : the use 
of foi ls would thus provide a l ightweight: compact protect i on scheme 
f or a heat - absorption rate of about 1 . 6 Btu/ (day)(sq f t ) . 
Thermal Protection Against Solar Heating 
Wit h fixed values of solar absor ptivity and emi ssivity of surfaces 
exposed to solar flux, there remain several methods for r educing the 
heating effect of solar flux . These include using shadow shields: foils: 
and vehicle orientation wi th respect to the solar flux . 
Shadow shields . - The effect of the number and spacing of shadow 
shields on the heat -absorption rate of hydrogen due t o solar flux at 
the Earth ' s distance from the Sun is shown in figure 6 . Emissiv ity and 
absorptivity were assumed equal to 0.1 . I t was also assumed that the 
shadow shi elds were alined normal to t he solar radiation . The figure 
shows that t he heat -absorption rates can be decreased by i ncreasing the 
number of s hadow shields or by increasing the spacing ratio between 
shields . 2 For an extremely small spacing ratio between s hields (::S; 0 .0001): 
the shadow- s hield and foil theories predict about the same ab sorption 
rate as for~ 10 foils. This figure a l so s hows that: for a g i ven spacing 
ratio b etween s hields: there is a number of s hields beyond which the 
negative heat - absorption rate is essent ially constant . Hydrogen heat -
absorption rates with emi ssivities and absorpt ivit ies from 0 . 01 t o 1 
are plotted in figure 7 against the number of shadow s hields for a fixed 
2The similarity between figs. 3 (a ) (shadow shields between com-
ponents ) and 6 ( shadow s hields facing Sun ) is du e to the similarity of 
t he heat -transfer models . Fi g . 3(a ) would result for a s ys t em of shadow 
shields facing the Sun if the temperature of the Sun shield were 520° R. 
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spacing ratio between sh ields . Either decreasing the shadow- shield 
emissiv i ty or increasing the number of shadow shields decreases the 
heat -absorption rate . I t is i nteresting to note that the absorpt ion 
rates for a part icular I/d can be decreased by one to three orders of 
magni tude by decreasing the emiss i vity one order of magn i tude . For 
example, the absorption rate using four shields with a = E = l is 
approximately 540 Btu/(day) ( sq ft), but the absorption rate for four 
s hields with a = E = 0 . 1 is only about 0 . 1 Btu/ (day)( sq ft). 
A possible shadow- shield structure would consist of rings supporting 
the edges of each s hadow shield. Longitudinal members between components 
would support these rings and act as load- carrying members . 
Foils. - The effectiveness of using foils for protection against 
solar heating is shown i n figure 8 . The heat -absorption rate for a 
hydrogen-tank end surface exposed to solar radiation at the Earth 's 
distance from the Sun is shown against the number of foils for constant 
values of emissivity. Emissivity and absorptivity were assumed to be 
equal . The absorption rate can be decreased by either decreasing the 
foil emissiv i ty or increasing the number of foils . 
Vehicle orient ation . - One of the most obvious methods of protecting 
a cryogenic - tank surface from heating by solar radiation is to orient 
the stage so that one portion of the stage is used t o cast a s hadow on 
the cryogenic - t ank surfaces . An att i tude control sys tem would be re -
quired to provide for proper orientation of the vehicle throughout the 
mission . However, an or ientation system would probably be required 
anyway for such functions as attitude control of the vehicle prior to 
maki ng propulsive maneuvers . 
Comparison of methods . - Figure 9 compares shadow shields and foils 
for protecting a hydrogen tank from direct solar radiation at the Earth 's 
distance from the Sun assuming a = E = 0.1 . Hydrogen heat - absorpt ion 
rate is plotted against the thickness occupied by the protection device . 
A specific tank diameter has been chosen for the shadow- shield data, be -
cause the vaporization rate is dependent upon t he angle factor between 
adjacent sh ields, which is a function of both the spacing between shields 
and the s hield diameter . For a g i ven thickness, ten s hadow shields pro-
v ide much lower absorption rates than one shadow shield . For thicknesses 
between 0 . 005 and 0 . 9 foot , the foils provide even lower absorption rates 
than the ten shadow shields . A we i ght comparison between the foils and 
shadow shields would again be difficult, because the weight optimization 
would involve the thermal -protect ions stem, the structural - weight penalty 
of this system, and the propellant boiloff . 
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Thermal Protect ion Against Planetary Heating 
Shadow shields. - Figure 10 shows a cylindrical cryogenic tank at 
low altitude above a planet surface, with the longitudinal axis of the 
tank alined along the Sun- planet line. Radiat ion from the planet re-
ceived by the tank end and side surfaces occupies a large solid angle . 
That is, the angle factors for planetary radiation are large at low al-
t i tudes . To intercept even the planet ary radiation reaching the tank 
end wit h a single shadow s hield or several shadow shields would require 
prohibitively large shields, as shown in the figure, unless the shields 
are placed very close to t he end of the t ank. In order to s hadow a 
locally horizontal tank surface completely from planet ary radiation, the 
shadow shields must occupy the same solid angle as the planet. The solid 
angle occupied by a planet increases as the distance from the planet de -
creases and approaches 2n steradians at the planet surface. Thus , the 
size of the shadow shield would become prohi bitive at low altitudes. 
Small-diameter shadow shields would provide essent ially no protect ion 
for the sides of the cryogenic tank. The Sun side of large-diameter 
planetary shadow shields would be a good refl ector of so lar radiation . 
I n fact , the effect of reflected solar flux inc ident on the tank end and 
side surfaces might even be larger than direct planetary flux on these 
t ank surfaces. 
The effectiveness of a simple system of double shadow shields (with 
diam. equal t o the propellant -tank diam. ) i n reduc ing the hydrogen heat-
absorption rate of the t ank end due to planetary radiation is shown in 
figure 11. Agai n, t he stage is assumed to be oriented with its longi-
tudinal axis alined along t he Sun-Earth line. I n this position solar 
flux is not directly i ncident upon either the t ank sides or the tank end 
facing the planet . However, solar flux is reflected from the planet sur-
face onto both the tank end and t ank sides . For f i gure 11 the emiss i vity 
and absorpt i v ity are assumed equal to 0.1. Figure ll(a) shows the 
shadow- shield spacing rat i o that minimizes the hydrog en heat-absorption 
rate plotted against the ratio of altitude above Earth's surface to 
Earth ' s radius. These spac i ng rat ios decrease rapidly for decreasing 
abscissa values of less than 1 . At a value of (Altitude/Planet radius ) 
of 0 . 1, the heat-absorption rate is mi nimized with the small spacing 
ratio of about 0.00001 (which corresponds to a spacing between 10- ft - di am . 
shields of 0 . 0012 in.). The heat - absorpt ion rates that correspond t o 
these spacing ratios are shown in figure l l(b ). For reference, the upper 
curve shows the absorpt ion rate for two closely spaced foils. As mi ght 
be expected from the theory, the shadow-shield and foil curves approach 
each ot her when the optimum spacing between s hadow shields is extremel y 
small (at low altitudes ). 
In order to compare the magnitude of the heat-absorption problem 
in the vicinity of planet s other than Earth, figure 12 is included. For 
this figure it was arbitrarily assumed that the spacing ratio i/d 
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between adjacent shadow shields was 0 . 1 and that emiss i vity and absorp-
t i v i ty were also equal to 0 . 1. Heat transfer onl y on the end of the 
tank facing the planet was assumed. The hydrogen h eat - absorpt ion rate 
is shown agai nst the ratio of alt i tude ab ove the planet surface to 
planet radius for Venus} Earth} and Mars . Venus} Earth} a nd Mars rank 
hi ghest to lowest i n tha t order} comparing the heat - ab sorpt i on rates at 
a constant value of the ratio of alt i tude t o planet radi us . For low 
altitude rat ios} the absorpt ion rates are on the order of 700 t o 140 
Btu/(day)( sq ft end area )} which are proh i b itively hi gh for most 
applicat ions . 
Foils . - The effectiveness of f oil ma t erials in reducing the hydro -
gen heat - absorpt ion rat e due to planetary heat ing can be sub st antial} as 
shown i n figure 13. I t was assumed for this figure that the ab sorpt ion 
rates are due only to the heat transfer through the surface specified 
and that the st age is alined on the Sun -Earth axi s as i n the sket ch . 
Foils are assumed to cover completely the tank sides and tank end facing 
the Earth. Hydrogen heat - absorpt i on rate i s shown against the number of 
fo ils for emissiv i ty = absorpt i v i ty = 1) 0.1) and 0.01. Also shown for 
reference are ab s orpt ion rates with no foil s on the t ank . Either i n-
creasing the number of foils or decreasing the foil emissiv i ty decreases 
the hydrogen heat - absorpt i on rate . Absorpt ion rates on the tank sides 
are less than those on the tank end} b ecause the vertical angle factor 
i s less than the horizontal angle factor for a particular altitude . 
However} foils would still b e required on the t ank sides to achieve low 
absorption rates . 
Combi nat i ons of s hadow shields and fo ils . - Figure 14 shows the 
hydrogen heat - absorption rate against the number of f oils (foils im-
mediately adjacent t o the t ank end ) b ehi nd a s ystem of two shadow shields 
f or a tank end facing the Earth and locat ed on the Sun-Earth axis at an 
alt i tude above the Ea r th 's surface of 0 . 1 Earth radius . A shadow- shield 
spacing r at io of 0 . 1 was used . Emissiv i ty and absorpt i v i ty were assumed 
equal to 1) 0.1) and 0 . 01 . Decreasing emiss i v ity and i ncreas i ng the 
number of fo ils both decreased the heat -absorption rate . For reference} 
a curve of ab sorpt i on rat e for a conf i gurat ion with f oils but no shadow 
shields and with absorpt i vity = emissivity = 0. 1 i s i nc luded. Because 
the alt i tude is relat i vely low and the v iew fac t or for the planet is 
relatively high} this conf i gurat i on (with no shadow shields ) provides 
heat - ab sorpt ion rat es that are almost as low as the comparable con-
f i gurat ion with shadow shiel ds . Also i ncluded for reference are hori -
zontal dashed lines for configurat i ons with no foils (i . e.} two s hadow 
shi elds only ). From the f i gure i t appears that the benefits derived 
from widely spaced planetary shadow shields for protect i on of tank sur -
faces for low-altitude planet approaches are generally small. By 
augment i ng the shadow shields with foils} lower heat - absorption rates 
are possible; however} foils alone g i ve practically the same heat -
absorpt i on rates . 
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Trajectory variables . - Thus farJ the methods of protecting a 
cryogenic - tank surface from external heating have included using shadow 
s hi elds) foils) comb i nat i ons of thes e) orientat ion) and special coating 
materials . One ot her factor that s hould b e included here is t ra j ectory 
considerat i ons) s i nce the t otal heat absorbed on any mission will be 
the int egral of the heat -absorption rate wi t h r espect to time . These 
trajectory effect s are considered i n detai l i n referenc e 8 . 
As mentioned prev iously) the heat -absorpt i on rate due t o planetary 
heat i ng i s a strong funct i on of the alt i tude above the planet . If small 
heat - absorpt i on rates a re desir ed while orbit i ng a planet) then the 
v ehicl e must operate at h i gh alt i tudes . One means of having low- alt i tude 
capabilit i es and small heat - ab sorption rates· is to ut i l ize ellipt i c 
orbits . Here the hi gh heat - absorpt i on rates are encountered only for 
s hort t i me periods) and thus the t otal heat absorbed per orb i t will b e 
much less than the heat ab sorb ed for a low- a l t i tude circular orb i t . 
Likewis e) t he escape and entry traj ect ories are also important i n 
the overall stora e problem. Veh i cles with low thr ust - t o -weight ratios 
wi ll absorb more heat (upon escaping or enteri ng a planet orbit ) than 
will vehicles with hi gh thrust - to- we i ght ratios . However) as s hown i n 
referenc e BJ for thrust - t o- weight ratios greater than about 0 , 0lJ escape 
and ent r y heat absorption i s generally neglig i ble . Most chemi cal and 
nuclear rocket s have thrust - t o- we i ght ratios greater than 0 . 1 . 
Comparison of methods . - The effectiveness of the various thermal-
protection techniQues for reducing the rate of ab sorption of flux i s 
shown in f i gure 15. The hydrogen heat -absorption rates for t he end of 
a cryogenic t ank protected by either shadow shields) or foilsJ or s hadow 
shields wi th foils) are plotted aga i nst the ratio of alt i tude above 
Earth to Earth radius . The absorpt i vity and emi ss i v i ty were assumed 
eQual to 0 . 1 . I t is apparent that the s hadow shields are relat i vely 
i neffective at low alt i tudes; howev er) at hi gh alt i tudes where the planet 
flux is more nearly parall el (and almost insign i f i cant i n magni tude )) the 
shadow sh i elds are more effective . Augmentat i on of these shadow s hi elds 
with foils lowers the heat -absorpt i on rate by a factor of about 10 . 
However) at hi gh altitudes) pract i cally the same absorpt i on rat es can b e 
obtained with fo i ls alone . Thus) i t appears t hat an attract i ve method 
of reducing the effect of planetary heating is to employ foils on all 
surfaces) since the addi t i onal advantage of us i ng shadow sh ields is 
rela t i vely small . Below altitudes of about 2 . 2 Earth radiiJ t he ten 
fo i ls are at least an order of magn i tude more effect i v e than two shadow 
s hields . At 14 Earth radiiJ the two are eQui valent . A possible dis -
advantage of planetary shadow s hi elds is that t hey will reQui re a con-
tinuous or i entat i on t oward the planet) thus a l lowing the cryogenic - tank 
surfaces t o b e exposed t o direct solar flux . 
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Any other s hadow- shielding s ystem considered herein will lose i ts 
efficiency as a planet is approached. For example) an int ernal shadow-
s hielding s yst em that is suff i cient in space will probably b e i nsuf -
f i c ient near a planet where the external heating can affect i t . Again) 
i t should b e emphasized that the mission plays a ma jor role in deter -
mi n i ng the protect ions stem. I f only a short time is to b e spent near 
a planet ) the shadow- shielding s stems will no doubt suffice. However) 
for long parking times i n orbit) widely spaced s hadow- s hielding systems 
will have to be e i ther replaced by an alternative shielding s yst em or 
augmented with foils . The choice of a complete thermal -protection s yst em 
will ult imately b e based on the minimum payload we i ght penalty. 
Design of a Typi cal Thermal-Protection System 
Thus farJ the methods of thermally protect i ng a cryogenic tank have) 
i n general) been treated by considering an i solat ed portion of the tank 
subjected t o a constant i nternal or external flux . The purpose of this 
sect i on is to i nt egrate these findings and demonstrate a method of 
mi nimizing the payload weight penalty of a complet e prot ect ion s ys t em 
for a part icular space vehicle and for specif ic missions. All cryogenic -
tank surfaces will be considered) and a variety of heat i ng environment s 
will prevail . The vehicle used will be a hydrogen - oxygen t erminal st age . 
A termi nal stage has been selected because i t usually is exposed to the 
most severe heat i ng env ironment . 
The stage assumed has the hydrogen and oxygen stored i n 10- foot -
diameter cylindrical t anks at 30° and 140° RJ respectively. The hydrogen 
and oxygen tanks are 10 and 3 . 5 feet long) respectively . 
Two missions have been select ed: (1) a 179 - day one - way t rip) which 
uses i ts termi nal st age propellants t o place a payload i n orbit about 
Mars) and ( 2 ) a 378- day round trip to Mars) which i ncludes 20 days spent 
i n a 1000- statute -mile circular orbit about Mars. For the round t rip i t 
is assumed that ) after the 20 - day wait i ng period) the t erminal- stage 
propellants are used t o put the payload on a coast trajectory f or re -
turn to Earth. 
I t is assumed that the stage components are arranged i n the fol -
lowing order : payload) oxygen tank) hydrogen tank) and engi ne . From 
figures 6 to 9 i t was concluded that exposure of a cryogenic - t ank sur-
face to direct solar flux was impract ical . By orienting the s tage with 
the payload point ed at the Sun) the heating effect of solar flux was 
avoided . 
With the st ag e oriented so that the payload faces the SunJ the 
t hermal- protection- sys t em design will be based on the effect s of other 
external radiation and the radiat i on between components . 
I 
I 
J 
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If it is assumed that the payload weight of the terminal stage is 
to be maximized} a relat i on between payload weight} boiloff weight} and 
thermal-protect ion weight can b e developed. The stage gross we i ght is 
where Wb o is the propellant vented overboard as a vapor because of 
heat absorption by the propellant t anks (not a part of Wup ). If the 
material used fo r thermal protect i on is not jettisoned before the pro-
pellants are burned} t hen 
Wup = (1 - eL~/rg)(wg - Wbo ) 
The structure weight can be approximated as follows : 
where 0 . 08 (Wup + Wb 0 ) and 0 . 02 F are representativ e val ues f or the 
tank.age structure weight and the thrust sensitive weight} respectivel y . 
The uncertainty of the coeff i c ient 0 . 02 is such that th i s expression 
can be writt en with eQual accuracy as 
I f thes e expressions for propellant and structural weight are substi -
tuted in the or i g i nal expression for gross weight} the resultant ex-
pression is 
or} in a more convenient form} 
wp7, =w ( 1 · 08 - 0 . 08 - 0 . 02WFg)- wtp - Wb ( 1.os ) g eLv/ I g o \ eLv/Ig 
where F/Wg i s the thrust - t o-gross - weight rat io . From this final ex-
pression f or Wp7,J i t i s apparent that } for fixed values of Wg} Lv } I} 
and F/Wg} the payload weight i s 
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Thus, in order to maximize the payload weight, i t will be necessary to 
minimize the sum of the thermal-protection weight and l . 08/e6v/J.g times 
the boiloff weight . For the Mars trips being considered, a terminal-
stage 6.v of 3. 35 miles per second and a value of 0 . 5 for F/Wg were 
assumed. A value of 425 seconds was assumed to be a representative 
value of specifi c impulse for this hydrogen - oxygen stage . 
Propellant boiloff has been shown in figures 2 to 15 to be strongly 
dependent on the radiation environment and the thermal-protection devices 
used. Furthermore, the radiation environment will ordinarily change as 
the mission progresses . Additional assumptions will be introduced as 
the one - way and round-trip payload weights are being maximized. 
Mars one - way trip . - I t was stated previously that the payload was 
poi nted at the Sun . Because the. thrust -to- weight ratio was large (0 . 5), 
the effects of Earth and Mars radiation (during the escape trajectory 
from Earth and during the Mars entry trajectory) were negli gible . Thus, 
the only remaining modes of radiation affecting boiloff were the radia-
t i on between components of the vehicle and radiation from the propellants 
to space . Because hydrogen has a heat of vaporization more than twice 
that of oxygen, it is desirable to vaporize hydrogen instead of oxygen . 
This ignores the opposing (but neglig ible in this case) eff ect of greater 
hydrogen tank weight because oxygen is more dense than h drogen . 
F i gure 16 shows the effect of variat ion of the number of inter-
component foils on the payload weight penalt y (defined as 
Wtp + (1 . 08/ e6v/ I g )Wb 0 ). I t was assumed that all foils have a = E = 0.1 
(refs . 20 to 22 ) , and that the oxygen- tank side has a = E = 0 . 9 . The 
weights of the stage were as follows : Wg = 30,287 pounds (13, 738 kg ) , 
Wup = 21,970 pounds (9965 kg ) , Ws t = 2060 pounds (934 kg ). Because the 
tank sides received no radiation from the Sun and negligible radiation 
from the planets and space, i t was possible to use the tank sides (and 
engine end of the hydrogen t ank ) to reject excess heat to space. The 
emissivit y of these surfaces was chosen as 0 . 9 . For all other surfaces 
it was desirable to have the lowest acceptable value of emissivity (0 . 1 ). 
Foil weights were based on (1 ) foil weight of 0 . 01 pound per s~uare foot 
of foil ( ref . 20 ) , and (2 ) foil support weight of 0 . 03 pound per foil 
bas ed on a 10 - foot - diameter area and a foil density of 50 foils per inch. 
As shown i n figure 16, the optimum numbers of foils between the payload 
and the oxygen tank and between the hydrogen and oxygen tanks were 7 
and 4, respectively. The total payload weight penalty for this st age 
is only about 10 pounds . This is onl y about 0 . 16 percent of the 6245-
pound ( 2833 kg ) payload weight of the stag e . 
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The payload weight penalty of this stage due to thermal radiat i on 
is extremely small . Thus) heat transfer by some other mode ( conduction 
through the structure) e . g .) could eas i ly have a larger effect on pay-
load weight than propellant heat ing by radiation . Wit h the almost neg-
ligible we i ght penalty due to the small number of foils) it is not nec -
essary to resort to isolated shadow- shield systems as s hown i n figure 3 
to reduc e further the rate of heat transfer from the payload to the 
oxygen t ank. 
Mars round trip . - I t was shown prev iously that the payload we i ght 
penalty due to thermal radiat ion for a 179- day one -way trip to Mars is 
essentially neglig ible . Also) figur es 10 to 15 show that thermal-
radiation effects i n the vicini ty of a planet can be several orders of 
magni tude larger than radiation effects in i nterplanetary space . Thus) 
for the r ound trip suggested) which i ncluded orbit i ng Mars for 20 days 
i n a 1000-mile circular orbit) i t should b e ant icipat ed tha t the payload 
we i ght penal ty due to thermal radiat i on will be much larger than the 
penalty for the one - way tr ip . 
I n optimi zing the thermal-protections stem f or the round trip) the 
following assumptions were made : 
(1) The thermal-protection system had fixed elements ( i . e . ) no 
var iable - geometry dev ices were considered ) . 
(2 ) For all coast phases of the t rip) the payload was pointed at 
the Sun . 
( 3 ) To prevent freezing of the propellants) no net heat loss was 
allowed f or e i ther the hydrogen or oxygen for any part of the trip . 
(4 ) I f a cho i ce existed) h drogen boiloff was used instead of 
oxygen bo i loff to conserve weight . 
(5 ) For all surfaces the emi ssiv i ty and absorptivity were equal . 
Valu es were limited to the range 0 . 1 to 0 . 9 . 
(6 ) The i nstalled weight of fo ils was the same as mentioned in the 
prev i ous example . 
(7 ) The Mars parking orb i t was c i rcular a t an altitude of 1000 
statute miles and contained the Sun-Mars axis . 
(8 ) The stage ve l ocity increment was 3. 35 miles per second . 
(9 ) The specific impulse was 425 seconds . 
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The heat -absorption rates for the end of the hydrogen tan_~ and the 
sides of the oxygen and hydrogen t anks, all protected by ten foils (a = E = 0 . 1 ) , are shown in figure 17 against angular posit ion of the 
stage wi th respect to the Sun-Mars axis . Two factors that affect these 
curves profoundly are the variation of planetary flux with angular 
position around the planet and the variation of angle factors wi th 
angular position . The planetar y flux varies with the temperature of 
the planet and also with the planet ' s albedo . Because the planet ' s 
temperature and albedo are not precisely known for various positions 
around the planet (and probably vary from day to day at a fixed position, 
anyway ), the planetary flux cannot be predicted with great precision . 
Two positions where the flux and consequently the absorption rate may be 
easily estimated are the o0 (full daylight) and 180° (midnight ) posit ions . 
For f i gure 17, the 90° and 270° values were obtained by taking the 
arithmet ic mean value between those computed assuming a fully sunlit 
planet and a fully darkened planet . The flux between these points was 
assumed to var y accordi ng to a sine relation, the result of which is 
shown in figure 17 . For simplicity, i t was assumed that the angle 
f actors were between either fully sunlit or fully shadowed planet sur-
faces and either locall y horizontal or vertical tank surfaces . 
By i ntegrat i ng the curves of figure 17, the average heat - absorption 
rates for a complete orbit are obtained . However, there is no reason 
to believe that the arbitrarily assumed number of foils (10) is also 
the optimum number of foils . This presents no particular difficult in 
the optimization process, because (from eq. (14) in the ANALYS IS) i t 
can be seen that, i f i t is assumed that as= Eo =Ex = Ey, then the 
absorpt i on r ate on these external surfaces must be proportional to 
E/ [N(2 - E) + l] . 
By using the preceding assumptions, it was possible to minimize 
the payload weight penalt y . The results of this optimization process 
are shown in the following sketch of the terminal stage : 
Eight foils, E =0.1 1 
I 
F ive foils, 
€ = 0 .17 I Payload , 
i I I 
I I I 
..---
I 
............... 
H2 02 
~ 
I I I I I I I LEight foils, E = 0.1 I I 
I I 
No foils, 
€ = 0 . 182 __/ I 
I 
97 f o i Is, E=0.I _J 
(e ) 
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The number and emissivity of the foil surfaces are indicated. A higher 
value of emissivity between the oxygen and hydrogen tanks would have re -
sulted in freezing of the oxygen during the 179- day coast from Earth to 
Mars . The foils and their supports weigh 110 pounds (50 kg ) . During 
the 179- day phase of the trip, 99 pounds of hydrogen and no oxygen are 
vaporized and vented. During the 20 days i n the Mars orbit, 114 pounds 
of hydrogen and 34 pounds of oxygen are vapor i zed and v ented. The 
total propellant boiloff is therefore 247 pounds (112 kg ) . Thus, the 
payload 
100% E + ( l. 08 ) w J W 7, tp !::,,.v/Ig bo p e 
is only about 3 percent . Other weights are as follows : net payload, 
6110 pounds (2771 kg ); gross) 30)520 pounds (13) 844 kg ) ; structure, 
2083 pounds (945 kg ); and propellants, 21, 970 pounds (9965 kg ). 
Solar alinement . - For both the one - way and round trips, i t was 
assumed that the payload was perfectly alined with the Sun . With other 
than perfect alinement of the vehicle axis, d i rect solar flux would be 
incident upon the cryogenic - tank sides . This would produce propellant 
losses and degradation of t he velocity- i ncrement potential of the stage . 
A detai led t reatment of the effect of tank alinement wit h respect to 
the Sun on boiloff losses is presented in reference 5 . The magnitude 
of these boiloff losses is shown i n f i gure 18 for both t he one -way and 
round-trip configurations . Integrated boiloff losses are s hown for the 
179- day phase of the trips aga i nst the angle of misali nement wit h respect 
to the Sun . For misali nement angles greater than about 2. 2°, both the 
hydrogen and oxygen losses exceed 100 pounds using the round- t rip stage . 
Because the one -way-trip stage has no foils on the tank sides and in-
stead uses highly absorpt i ve surfaces, i ts losses are about 100 times 
greater than for the round-trip stage . As shown previously) these 
losses are proportional to E/ [N(2 - E) + l] . 
I t would be possible to i nclude the effect of solar misalinement 
i n the payload weight optimizat i on . An obv i ous passive method of elim-
i nat i ng propellant boiloff due to solar misali nement is to construct the 
stage in the form of a cone ( i nstead of cylinder ) , as shown in sketch 
(f) . Solar misalinement angles as large as ~/2 could be tolerated 
with no propellant loss due to solar flux . 
r /3 
I 
I 
Engine - 1 
,-Payload 
I 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The analytical techniques developed in this report provide the 
basic information required to design thermal- protection systems for pro-
pellant tanks subjected to the thermal- radiation environment of space . 
The application of these theoretical relations has been demonstrated 
for cryogenic -propellant tanks . However) the methods used herein are 
equally applicable whether cryogenic or noncryogenic propellants are 
considered. 
Shadow shields and foils can greatly reduce the heating of propel-
lants due to both i nternal a nd external thermal radiation . For low-
altitude planetary orbits) foils appear to be desirable for all cryogenic -
tank surfaces exposed to planetary or solar radiat i on . 
Thermal- protection systems have been discussed in detail . The 
optimum method of providing thermal protection for cryogenic propellants 
is strongly dependent upon the magnitude and duration of the thermal 
environment encountered during the mission . 
I t is recognized tha t several other factors) such as aerodynamic 
heat i ng during the boost trajectory) weightless fluid - dynamic phenomena) 
meteoroid penetrations (ref . 23 ) ) effect of meteoroids on reflective 
surfaces (ref . 24 )) materials problems (ref . 25)) and nuclear- radiation 
heat i ng may have an important effect on the choice of a thermal-
protection system. 
Lewis Research Center 
Nat i onal Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Cleveland) Ohio) August 3) 1961 
j 
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APPENDJX A 
SYMBOLS 
A cross - sectional area, sq ft 
a albedo= 1 - emi ssivity = r eflectivity 
d diameter, ft 
F thrust 
f angle factor 
g a cceleration due to gravi ty at Earth ' s surface, ft / sec 2 
h altitude, statute miles 
I spec i fic impulse, sec 
k apparent mean thermal conductivity of i nsulation, (Btu ) ( in .) / 
( sq ft ) (hr)( 0 R) 
2 distance between radiat i on shields, ft 
N number of r adiat i on shi elds 
Q heat - transfer rate, Btu/ hr 
r r adius , ft 
T temperature, 0 R 
t thickness of insulat i on, i n . 
6v stage velocity increment, ft/sec 
W weight , lb 
x,y any surfaces or tank surfaces 
Y external heat flux, i nc i dent upon bare tank or tank protection 
system, Btu/ ( sq ft )( hr) 
z = 1 on Sun s ide of planet ; = 0 on dark side of p l a net 
~ total hemispherical absorptivity 
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a 8 total hemispherical ab sorptivity of a surfa e for solar radiat ion 
5 s ee eq_ . ( 2 ) 
E total hemispherical emis s i v ity 
E0 total hemispherical emis s i v ity of outermost surface at surface 
temperature 
p radius) statute mi l es 
a Stefan - Boltzmann constant) l . 713Xl o - 9 Btu/( sq_ f t )(hr )( 0 R4 ) 
Subscripts : 
a circul ar portion of shiel d shaded by adjacent tank or shiel d 
B a ll surfaces facing i nward to propellant tank 
b annul ar portion of shiel d not shaded by adjacent tank or shield 
bo boiloff 
F a ll surfaces facing outward from propellant tank 
g gross 
max maximum 
n net 
o ref lective surface upon which external radiat ion is i nc ident 
P relativ e to planet ) or planet 
p I payl oad 
S Sun or solar 
S)P Sun to planet 
s re l ative to space) or space 
st structure 
tot total 
tp thermal protection 
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up useful p ropellant 
v vert ical 
x adja ent tank 
y tank for which heat - absorption calcul ations are be ing made 
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APPENDIX B 
ANGLE FACTORS 
The angle factor fl,2 is defined as the fraction of radiant energy 
leaving surface dA1 that is directly intercepted by surface A2 . As -
suming diffuse radiation, and the cosine law of Lambert, A1f 1 2 is J 
where the geometry is defined by sketch (g) . This relation was derived 
in reference 26. The angle factors presented herein are based on the 
preceding assumptions . 
F dA2 = Element of area on 
1 hemisphere of radius r 
Normal to dA1 ------" 
\ 
' \ \ 
\ 
' 
Normal to dA 1---, 
------ Leng th = r 
(g ) 
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Directly Opposed Parallel Disks 
The angle factor for directly opposed parallel disks (based on ref. 
l 
2 
(h) 
27 ) (sketch (h)) i s 
•(:V l f1,2 1 [l +('~ri 12) r~ + ,2)2 (Bl) = 2 r2 1 
where 
A1 = rrrf 
A2 = 
2 
rrr2 
and 
f1,2A1 = f2 1A2 ) 
If rl = r2, equation (Bl) becomes identical to an independently derived 
angle factor for the same example (eq. (A5 )) i n reference 18. 
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Directly Opposed Parallel Annul i 
The angle factor for directly opposed parallel annuli (also based 
on ref. 27) ( sketch (i)) i s 
1 r 4 - r3 i( 2 2) ( f 1)4 = 2 rf - 1 + 
+ 
'--- r 4 
(i) 
l 
(B2a ) 
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- ~(rr + r2 + 3 22)2 - (2r1 r 3/ ] (B2b ) 
where 
Al 
2 1trl 
A2 = 1t (r~ - rr) 
A3 = 1tr2 3 
A4 = n (ri - r3) 
f 1J4A1 = f4 1A4 J 
f2 4A2 = f4 2A4 
J J 
and r3 may be zero . 
Horizontal Surface and Spherical Planet 
The angle factor between a locally hor izontal surface and either a 
spherical planet or a flat plate subtending the same apparent solid 
angle as a planet ( sketch ( j )) is 
2 
f lJ 2 = ( l h ) = f FlJ p 
1 + -
Pp 
(B3) 
This relation and the one that follows were presented in reference 3. 
I n reference 28 they are verified and presented in a more general manner . 
Flat- plate 
equivalent of 
a planet-, 
' ' 
' . . ,.::;;:;::: ·'. 
rHorizontal surface 
I 
Planet 
( j) 
Vertical Surface and Spherical Planet 
The angle factor between a locally vertical surface and either a 
Vertical surface--- --
/ - Flot-plate equivalent 
I 
1 of a planet 
Planet 
(k) 
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spherical planet or a flat plate subtending the same apparent soli d angle 
as a planet ( sketch (k )) i s 
f = ~ tan- 1 ( Pp/ h ~ - (~ ) f 1 + ~ ~ f v (B4 ) 1, 2 1t ~ 2pp ( P )2 
l + -- l p h + -h 
Mult i p l e Hor i zontal Surfaces and Planet 
The angle factor between a c i rcular, flat, locally horizontal shield 
and a planet when separated by another shield i s shown i n sketch (2) . I t 
dl,p would be diam . 
of shield I if it sub-
tended same sol id 
angle as planet when 
viewed from sh ield 2 
_,,,~ Shie ld 2 
( 2) 
has been assumed that the diameters of both horizontal surfaces are 
equal (d1 = d2) and that the centers of the circular shields are on a 
planet radius . As previously, the flat -plate equivalent of the planet 
is assumed . 
The angle factor between shield 2 and a planet is defined as 
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(f2b l P - f2b 1 ) f - f ' ' = f F2, P = Fl, P f 2b lP - 2b, P (B5 ) 
' 
where f Fl, P i s the angle factor between a hor izontal plate and a planet 
(given previous l y in this appendix); f 2b,l is the angle factor between 
the annular area b on shield 2 and shield 1, which can also be calculated 
with the equations previously given i n this appendix; and f 2b l P is 
' the angle factor between t~e annular area b on shield 2 and the pro-
jected area of the planet on surface 1 . 
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APPENDIX C 
GENERAL METHOD OF CALCULATING THERMAL RADIATION 
BEI'WEEN ADJACENT SURFACES 
The general model used to calculate the exchange of thermal radia-
t ion between adjacent reflective surfaces (assuming radiation e~uilib -
rium, uniform temperatures, and emissivities and absorpt i v ities i nde -
pendent of temperature ) is as shown in sketch (m) . 
z 
@ 
1/, 1/, 
@ ® 
(u , ,AxT,4 ) f/y fj,,x (I -a, )( l -ay)2 
• 
(u,,A, T,4 )tly fy,x ( 1-a, )( 1-ay ) ay I 
1//,1/, 
® 1 
I 
I 
I (u,,A,T,4 )t,,~ fj,~x (l -o, )2 ( l-ay )2 ay 
I 
I 
0 1 
t i •A bsor bed or emitted rad iat ion t i, Ref lected rad ia tion 
(m ) 
---x 
This sketch demonstrates the exchange of radiation between two 
surfaces . The radiant heat emitted by surface x, in the direction of 
y only, is considered for simplicity. Radiativ e heat emitted from sur-
face y in the direction of x would follow the same patt ern of ab -
sorpt ions and reflections. 
Tracing the radiation exchange between these two surfaces shows 
that (1) radiant heat is emitted from surface x because of its tem-
perature, ( 2) a portion of the radiant heat t hat leav es surface x is 
absorbed by surface y, (3) a portion of this radiant heat t hat reaches 
surface y is reflected, (4 ) a portion of this reflected radiant heat 
is absorbed by surface x, and (5) a portion is reflected. This series 
of absorptions and reflections continues on and on . 
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The total amount of radiant heat that eventually reaches surface y 
(because of radi ation ori g i nat i ng from surface x ) is 
Q, = CJEx¾:T!fxdP'Y [1 + fx, yfy, x ( l - °')c ) (1 - a,y ) 
+ f~,~~,x (l - a,x ) 2 (1 - a,y) 2 
+ ... + f~,~~,x (l - a,x )n ( l - a,y)n] 
For O ::: n < oo, 
00 
Q = CJEx¾:T!fx, T'Y L [fx, yf y, x (l - °'x ) (1 - a,y )] n 
n=O 
But the angle factors must be ::: 1, and absorptivities must be ::: l; 
therefore, fx,yfy,x( l - °')c )(l - a.y ) < 1, and the infini te series con-
verges . Thus, 
Simi larly, the total amount of radiant heat that eventually returns 
to surface x because of the many reflect i ons of radiat i on origi nat i ng 
from sur face x is 
00 
By using the methods developed, the general heat - transfer model i n 
sketch (n ) can be utilized in describing the radiant heat exchange be -
tween two constant -temperature sources . 
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/ 
/ 
/ 
,,~ Surface y 
I - f x,y fy, x ( I - ax)( I - a y) 
O-Exax( I- ay) fx,y fy,xAx Tx4 
_____________ .... 
I - fx,y fy, x ( I - a y) ( I - ax) 
a- Ey a y ( I - ax) fx ,Y fy, x A y Ty4 
.... --------------
1 - fx,y fy, x ( I - ax) ( I - a y) 
4 
a- Ey ax fy,x Ay Ty 
____________ .... 
- fx,y fy ,x ( I - ax ) ( I - a y) 
Surface 
(n ) 
The tenns used here are heat - transfer r ates and are components of 
the overall radiant heat exchange. From the preceding) it is apparent 
that the net rate of heat emiss i on from surfa ce x (assuming the en-
v ironmental temperature i s o0 Rand Ax = Ay) i s 
(Q) 4 0Ex°'x (l - ~y)fx,;ly , xTi A net emi tt ed = OExTx - -1------=f;;:_x..=.)=-y-f'-Y-J x........,...(l,__-..:.:;.,...°'x:~)"'"(1'-=-_-=-=-~----,-) 
by x 
(Cl) 
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The resulting net heat - emission rate from such an eQuation may be posi -
tive or negative in sign depending upon the temperatures used. The 
positive sign will indicate the net rate of heat emission) and the nega-
tive sign will indicate the net rate of heat absorption . 
Similarly) the net rate of heat absorption by surface is 
absorbed 
by y 
1 - fxJ yf yJx ( l - ax )( l - ay) 
0Ey0-y ( l - ax )fxJyf , xT4 4 
+ 1 - fx J yfy , x(l - ax )( l - ay) - crEYT (C2) 
I f the resultant net heat -absor ption rate is negative in sign) 
this will indicate that this part i cular surfa e has a net rate of heat 
emission rather than a net rate of heat absorption . 
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APPENDIX D 
THERMA.L-PR0rECI1ION MEI'HODS3 
On-Board Protection 
Shadow shields . - I f one radiation shield is placed directly be-
tween the two eQual-dia.meter constant - temperature sources x and y 
(sketch (o)), the expression for the net rate of heat absorption by 
y 
N radiation shields 
l 1_ = lz = l 3 = l 4 = ... = l N 
(o) 
surface y is given by 
where 
CY€yfa,X 
B = -----------
1 - f 2 (1 - a,y)( l - °'x) 
X 
3.rhermal eQuilibrium conditions are assumed throughout this 
appendix. 
(Dl) 
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E = 
cr€xf2(1 - ay)nx 
1 - r 2 (1 - cx.y- )( 1 - 0x) 
G 
cr€xfCLy 
= 
f 2 (1 - ay)(l - Ox) 1 -
and 
CT €yf2 (1 - CXx)CXy 
H =-----------
1 - f 2 (1 - ~y)( l - 0-x ) 
The angle factor f is the same throughout} because the eQual- diameter 
components and shields are eQual distances from each other . EQuation 
(Dl) is for the rate of heat transfer between the ends of the components 
only (i.e.} no heat transfer through the sides of the components ). Here 
it is assumed that the temperature of the environment is o0 Rand that 
there is no temperature gradient either i n the plane of the shield or 
normal to the shield. 
Using the same assumptions} the net rate of heat absorption by 
surfac·e YJ through a system of two eQually spaced radiation shields} is 
For three shields, 
2 
(
.) G4Ti + [ cr (€y + €) - E - H] - BG :SGTt 
~3=~~-(-Ey_+_€x_) __ -E---~-,-{E_cr_(E_y_+_E_x_) ___ E ___ H_] ___ --BG~ r-----~-(-€_y_+_E_x_) __ -E---~-ro--
For N > 2, 
(Q) GN+1Ti + (~_1)BGTt - = -----------') ;....___( --) - + (H - cr€y )Ty4 A N [cr ( Ey + Ex ) - E - H](DN-1 - DN- 2 BG (D2 ) 
where N i s the number of shields, and ~ - l and DN- 2 are the de-
nominators of the fractions in the eQuations for N-1 and N- 2 shields} 
respectively. 
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A further generalization of shadow shields can be made by letting 
the two constant - temperature bodies have varying diameters as shown in 
sketch (p ). I n order to obtai n a reasonable solut i on for this system 
ax, Ex -
l --- X ---,- .--X 
/ 
/ 
/ / ,.,.,....,,......,...,... ------ .._ __ ___...., 
I ,, -- --t.:f'-::::-~- -
(p) 
of shields) it is assumed that the angle factors fy 1) f 1 2J f2 3) ) ) ) 
. • • ) fN-l)N) and fN)x are all equal. This assumption also dictates 
that f1) y) f2)1) .. • ) fN)N- 1) and fx)N will be equal . By examining 
equation (Bl ) of appendix BJ it is apparent that the angle factors will 
be equal if 
r2 + i y r~ + i ~ r2 + i 2 2 2 1 N N rx + i x 
= = = 
r2 r2 2 r2 y 1 rN- 1 N 
and if 
( r )2 (r )2 = rN~l = r: 
Therefore) r 1/ry) r 2/r1) .. ' ) rN/rN- lJ and rx/r N must be equal; and 
21/ry) 22/r1) .. • ) i N/rN- lJ and 2x/rN must be equal . Wit h these 
relations and the geometry of the system) t he radius of any shield and 
the proper spacing between shields can be obtained f r om the following 
equations : 
and 
The total lengt h 2tot 
(negl ect i ng the thickness of 
i =N 
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of a shadow- shield system with N shields 
t he s h ields ) is the sum of all the individual 
spac i ngs L ii + 'Lx · This can b e expressed as 
i =l 
'L 1 
+-tan 
r y 
I f one shi eld i s spaced between the t wo consta nt - temperature sources 
x and y i n such a manner that f yJ l = f lJ XJ t hen the net rate of heat 
absor pt i on by sur fac e y is given by 
wher e 
B 
E 
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CT €Xf 1, "':rY G=---------------
[1 - fl, yf y, 1 (1 - °'J<) (1 - CLy)] 
and ~ and Ay are the areas of surfaces x and y, respectively. 
The net rate of heat absorption by surfac e y with two shadow 
shi elds between i t and surface x is 
Where N > 2, 
where DN- l and DN_2 are the denomi nators of the fractions i n the 
equations for N- 1 and N- 2 shi elds, respectively. 
Foils . - Foils are very closely spaced radiation shields, where 
the angle factor f between adjacent shields i s assumed to be equal to 
1 . The net rate of heat absorption by surface y (when separ ated from 
surface x by N fo i ls ) can be obtained by sett i ng the angle factor 
f equal to 1 i n the previous equations . Equat i on ·(D2) then becomes 
OEy[(~)/~trl 4 4 Tx - CT€yTy 
( ~ )N (D3) 
, -..., 
-(~ ) y (~\- N+l 
(1 - CLy + ::)• 
1 -
\. 
1 
- (%)y(~t 
'-
--
When (a.,/€) / €/a.,)x = 1, the expression {1 - [(a./ ~) y (€/a. )x]N+1}/ 
[}- - (a.,/€) y (€/a. )x] must be replaced by (N + 1). 
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Insulation. - Two equations can be wr i tten for the insulat i on 
system shown in sketch (q ). The f irst one defines the net r ate of heat 
y 
\ 
"IL.---.......11..-'...'-'-'-'--'-'-"-'\ 
(q) 
\ 
\ 
La I' EI 
absorption by surface l due to thermal r adiat i on from sur face x ( see 
eq. ( C2) of appendix C) and i s given by 
. i =GT! + (H - cr€1)Ti (D4a) 
where 
cr €xfa.,1 
G = -----------
1 - f 2(1 - a.1 )(1 - esc ) 
and 
CJ €1f2 (1 - CSc)a,l 
H = -----------
1 - f 2 ( 1 - a.1 ) (1 - esc) 
Equat ion (D4a ) assumes that there is heat transfer only through the ends 
of the tanks and the insulation and that the surr ounding envi ronment i s 
at o0 R. 
The other equation t hat can be written for this system i s the ex-
pression for the rate of heat absorption b y surface y due to conduction 
through the insulation : 
(D4b) 
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This equation assumes that there is no heat transfer by radiation 
through the insulation . 
The net rate of heat absorption by surface 1, g iven by equation 
(D4a ), must be equal to the rate of heat transfer by conduction through 
the insulation (eq. (D4b )) . The unknown temperature T1 can then be 
obtained by a trial- and- error process . After T1 is obtai ned, the heat -
transfer rate can be g i v en by either equat ion . 
Another simi lar applicat i on of i nsulat i on is shown i n sketch (r ) . 
X 
( r ) 
Here agai n, a trial- and- error solution i nvolving two equat i ons i s re -
quired. One equation can be obta i ned by cons i dering the heat - transfer 
rate through surface 1 . The net rate of heat emission by surface l must 
be equal to the heat - transfer rate due to conduct i on through the insula-
t i on t1 . Equating these two heat - transfer rates g i ves the following : 
(D5a ) 
where 
B 
and 
0€l f 2(1 - a,2 )a,l 
E = -----=---------
1 - f 2 (1 - a,1) (1 - a,2 ) 
A second equation can be obtained by considering the heat that 
reaches surface 2 . Here1 the net rate of heat absorbed by surface 2 
must be equal to the heat - transfer rate due to conduction through the 
insulat ion t2 . This is g i v en by 
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GTf + (H - 0€2) T~ 
k2 
(T2 - Ty) (D5b ) = t2 
where 
G 
CJ €1fa,2 
= 
l - f 2 (1 - a,1 )(1 - a,2 ) 
and 
H 
CJE2f2 (1 - a,l )a,2 
= 
l - f 2 (1 - a,1 ) (1 - a,2 ) 
The unknown temperatures T1 and T2 can be obtai ned from equat ions 
(D5a ) and (D5b ) by a trial- and- error process . Then the net rate of heat 
absorption by surface y can be obtained by using the conduction 
equation (i. e . 1 Q/A = (k2/t2 )(T2 - Ty )). 
A thi rd application of i nsulat i on employing gaps i s s hown in sketch 
( s ). For thi s system1 there are three unknowns (T11 T21 and Q/A1 the 
( s) 
X 
I 
/L--------
1 
I 
I 
-ax,-=x 
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net heat - absorption rate of surface x ) . Thus, three equations are 
needed. The first equat ion can be obtained by equating the heat - transfer 
rate due to conduct i on through the insulation to the net rate of heat 
absorption by surface 1 . Thi s is given by 
(D6a ) 
where 
cr€xfa,1 
G1 = ------,---------
1 - f 2 (1 - a 1 )(1 - ¾ ) 
and 
G€lf2 (1 - a,X )a,l 
H1 = -----------
1 - f 2 (1 - a 1 )(1 - ¾ ) 
The next equation that can be written states that this net rate of 
heat absorption by surface 1 (due to thermal radiation from surface x) 
must be equal to the net rate of heat emiss i on from surface 2 . This is 
gi ven by 
(D6b) 
where 
cr€yfa2 
B2 = -----------
1 - f 2 (1 - a 2)(1 - ay) 
and 
G€2f2 (1 - a.y )a.2 
E2 = -----------
1 - f 2 (1 - a 2)(1 - a.y) 
With T1 and T2 the onl y unknowns in equations (D6a ) and (D6b ), 
there are two equations wi th two unknowns from which T1 and T2 can 
be obtained by a trial- and- error process . Then the net rate of heat 
absorption by surface y is given by the third relation, 
(D6c ) 
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where 
and 
External Protection 
Solar shadow shields . - Assuming the incoming waves of electro-
magnetic radiation are perpendicular to the radiation shields and that 
there is no temperature gradient across any particular shield) t he equa-
tion for the net rate of heat absorption by surface y (sketch (t )) 
y 
N radiation shields 
(t) 
through one shield i s g i ven by 
• 
• 
• 
... 
• 
External flux 
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For two shields, 
Dz 
For three shields, 
For N > 2, 
(D7) 
where B, E, G, and H are the same as the constants for equation (D2), 
and Y is the i ncoming flux (e . g ., i f the incoming waves of electro-
magnetic radiation are from the Sun only, Y = cr€8 (r 8/r8 p) 2 T§). The 
' assumpt ion of absorpt i v i ty and emissivity of the exposed outer surface 
(~3, €0 ) allows for solar absorptivity to be d i fferent from emissiv ity . 
These equations assume that there i s heat transfer only through the end 
of the component and that the environmental temperature is o0 R. 
A further generalization of shadow shields can be made by lett i ng 
the outer shield assume a larger diameter than that of the component 
be i ng protected, as shown in sketch (u) . For this model, the external 
flux Y was assumed to be incident only on the shadow shield at the 
greatest distance from y . 
(u) 
\ 
'-a5,EO 
• 
• 
C 
• 
• 
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External 
flux, 
y 
Agai n, i n order to obtain a reasonable solution for such a shadow-
shield system, it is assumed that the angle factors fy 1, f 1 2, f2 3, ) ) ) 
... , and fN- 1,N are all equal . Th i s also stipulates that fi,y, 
f2,1, ... , and fN,N - 1 be equal . These conditions will be fulfilled 
by using the following equations for the shield rad~i and spacings : 
rN = ry (l 
i1 
e) N + - tan 
ry 
and 
'Z N =i1 (1 
i1 e) N- 1 + - tan 
ry 
where rN is the radius of any shi eld in the system, i N is the di s -
tance ·required between adjacent shields, and e is half the cone angle. 
The total length of the shieldi ng s ystem (neglecting the thickness of 
the shields ) is the sum of the indiv idual spacings i 1, 12, ... , and 
iN. This is g i ven by 
i =N [1 (1 i l et] 'Ztot L ( ii) - ry = = tan e + - tan i=l r y 
When e - o, itot - i 1 (N). 
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If one shield is placed between the external heat source and the 
component y , the net rate of heat abs orp t ion by surface y is g i ven by 
( Q) = GYctg (1 + ~ tan 0 t + BGTi + 
\Ay 1 \. [cr (E0 + Ex ) - E]) 
y 
D1 
where 
and Y is t h e external flux . (Th i s assumes that the wav es of electro-
magnet ic radiat ion from the external heat source are parallel.) With 
two shields, 
G2Ya.g (l + :~ tan 0 y + [a(c0 + Ex ) - E] BGTj 
~ : ) 2 = -{-[cr_(_E_
0 
-+-Ex_)_-_E_O_[cr_(_E_y _+_Ex_)_--E--_H_Q ___ B...._,,..G} + 
For N > 2, 
where DN- l and ~ - 2 are the d enomi nators of the fract i ons i n the 
equations for N- 1 a nd N- 2 shields, respectively. 
Solar foils . - The expression for the net rate of heat absorption 
by surface y through N foils can b e obtained by setting the angle 
factor f equal to 1 in equation (D7). The resulting equation is 
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(i )N = ___ : ____ : ~--(~)_Y(_~)_x]_N_EY_Y __ -_crE_YT_t __ _ 
1 - [(% )y(~tr €y fi(a.,) (€) JN 
(DB) 
1 - (%)y(~)X + €0~€ y ~ X 
should be replaced by 
through the end of the 
incident only upon the 
the expression {1 -[(%tmxT} /[1 - (%)Jt] 
N. This equation gives the hea t - transfer rate 
tank only. I t was assumed that the flux Y was 
out er surface of the f i rst shield. 
Planetary shadow shields . - The expression for the heat - transfer 
rate (through t he end of the cylinder only) and shield temperatures 
for the arrangement in sketch (v ) 
® CD 
y 
\ 
\ I \ I a Y}_j a B,2}_j \_{a F, 2 L{a B, I 
e y e B, 2 e F, 2 e B, I 
(v) 
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are given by 
and 
where 
and 
(ae - bh) l/
4 
TbJ2 = ch - ag 
T _ ae - bh ~ + e 
[( ) ]
1/4 
aJ2 - ch - ag h h 
g = C + C15 
The expressions for the constants are shown at the end of this section . 
I t has been assumed for these planetary shadow- shield expressions that 
(1) the temperature gradient through any shield normal to the shield 
surface is zeroJ (2) the tank and shields have equal diameters and are 
equal distances apart) (3) the cylindrical axis of the components lies 
on the Sun-planet axisJ ( 4) thermal equilibrium prevails) and (5) the 
angle factor between a shield and space is equal to 1 mi n~s the angle 
factor between shields . 
Solar shadow shields near planet on Sun- planet axis. - Similarly) 
the expressions for the net rate of heat absorption by surface y and 
the shi eld temperatures for the arrangement i n sketch (w) 
CD 
T, - - --b, I 
aF, '}-/1 
EFI , 
I 
a r e given by 
I 
\_{0 B,1 
EB I 
1 
® 
T T 
da 2 , y 
I L{ay 
€y 
(w) 
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_s_ ; 
0
{ C17 [ (p - mw) (o +mi)+ (n + mw) (u + mi )] + c18 [(u+ mi ) (q - mj ) + (v + mj ) (o +mi)] l 
Ay (p - mw) (q - mj ) - (v + mj )( n + mw) + (C19 - C21 )Tt + C3j (DlO) 
Tb 2 [~~ - mw) (o + mi ) + (n + mw)(u + mi)]l/4 = mw) (q mj ) ( v + mj )( n + mw) ) 
Ta 2 [; + mi ) (q - mj ) + V + mj ) o + mi )]1/ 4 = 
- mj V + mj ) - mw q n + mw 
Tb 1 (i + "T4 + wT4 )1/4 = J b 2 a) 2 ) ) 
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where 
i = 
C23 + C25 + 8 (C23 + C34) 
C2s - C2 4 ( l + s ) 
c3 (1 + s ) 
j = -C-2s---C2_4_,(_l _+_ s ....... ) 
V = 
c4 ( 1 + s ) 
w = _C_2_s ___ C_2_4...,(_l _+_ s....,....) 
Solar shadow shields near planet on planet radius normal to Sun-
planet axi s . - The expressions for the net heat - transfer rate through 
T 
a81 2}_/ 
EB 2 
1 
® 
I 
I 
,,-T / 2 
(x) 
CD 
,,-T 
,,, I 
I ' 
I ', 
I ' 1 {a8 I ', {aF I L 1 ,_ 1 
EB I EF I 
1 1 
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the end of the cylindrical tank and shield temperatures for the arrange-
ment s hown i n sketch (x ) are given by 
i rc7(C35 + C37) + (c6 - C2H C14Tj + C40 + C41 ) J 
crf 44 [ (c6 - C2)(C42 C39 - C45 ) - C7C3s 
+ C43 + (C19 - C21)Tt} 
[
C7 (C36 + C37) + (C6 - C2 )(C14T~ + C40 + C41 )] l / 4 
T2 (c6 - C2)(C42 - C39 - C45) - C7C3s 
(
c36 + C37 + C3sT1) 1/ 4 
06 - C2 
(Dll ) 
The expressions for these constants are given at the end of this section. 
The preceding equations assume that (1 ) the temperature gradient tbrough 
any shi eld is zero, ( 2 ) the tank and shields have equal diameters and 
are equal distances apart, ( 3 ) planetary flux is reflected only once 
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before passing into space, ( 4) the vehicle l ies in a plane p erpendicular 
to the Sun-planet axis wi th the shadow shields oriented towards the Sun, 
and (5 ) thermal eQuilibr i um prevails. 
The expressions for the consta nts used in this section are as 
follows : 
C5 = 
C7 = 
Cs = 
Cg = 
EB, 1f1,2f2,1(l - aF,2 )a B, l 
C47 
EF 2(AAa,2) fa2 laB 1 
J y J J 
C47 
Es (l - f2,1)f2,1 ( l - aF,2 )aB,1T! + Es ( l - f1,2)aB,1T! 
C47 
EF, 1 + EB, 1 
EB lfl 2aF 2 J J J 
C47 
Cb 2) EF 2 -t- fb2 lfl 2 ( l 
J y J J - aB,l)aF,2 
C47 
(Aa 2~ EF 2 -t- fa2 lfl 2( l 
J y J J - aB,l )aF, 2 
C47 
C12 = 
C1 3 = 
C14 = 
C15 = 
cl6 = 
C17 = 
C1s = 
[ Es ( l - f2)1 )a F)2 + Es ( l - f1)2 ) f1)2 (l - aB)1 )a F)2JT! 
C47 
(~ ) fy)Pfy)2 (l - ~)aB)2C46 
C4e 
( Aa 2) 
€B)2 A~ ' fa2)yfy)2(l - ay)aB)2 
C4g 
e b 2) 
€B)2 - A~ fb2)yfy)2 ( l - ~ )aB)2 
C4s 
Eyfy)2aB)2 
C4s 
( EF , 2 + ( Ab 2) 
€B)2 ) A~ 
f a 2) ( EF)2 + €B)2 ) A~ 
( Ab 2) 
€B)2 A~ fb2)fly 
C4s 
( a 2) 
€B)2 A~ fa2)fly 
C4s 
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C21 = €y 
[€s(l - f1,2)f1,2(l - aB,l)aF,2 + €s( l - f2,1)aF,2]T! C22 = ____ ....,___~-----'---..a...--------'----'--"'-
C47 
(A!;2) rF2,pf1,2f2,1(l - aF,2) ( l - aB,1)aF,2C46 
+ _;__-"-------------------
C47 
[€s(l - f2,1)f2, 1(l - aF,2)aB,l + €s ( l - f1,2)aB,l]Tt 
C47 
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C2a = C b 1) A; (€F,l + €B,l) 
rb 1) 
€B 1 -f- fbl 2aF 2 
C29 ' y ' ' = C47 
A a,l f 
€B,l ~ al,2aF,2 
C47 
[€s( l - f2,1)aF,2 + €s (l - f1,2)f1,2(l - aB,1)aF,2]T! 
C47 
[€ 8 (1 - f 2,y)aB, 2 + €8 (1 - fy, 2)fy, 2(1 - ay)aB, 2]T! 
C4g 
[€8 (1 - fy, 2)~ + €8 (1 - f 2,y)f2,y(l - a B, 2)ay]T! 
C33 = ----------------------C4g 
[€s ( l - f2,1)f2,1(l - aF,2)aB,l + €s ( l - f1,2) aB, i]T! 
C47 
+-------------::------------C47 
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[€8 (1 - f 2,y) (~B, 2) + E8 (1 - fy, 2)fy, 2(1 - exy)aB, ~T! 
C4s 
( A1~2) f b2, pf2, yfy,2aB,2 (1 - aB,2 ) (1 - 0y) C46 
+--------------------C4g 
EF,2f1,2f2, 1(l - aB,l )aF, 2 
C47 
EB,2f2,yfy,2 (l - ay)aB,2 
C4g 
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C45 
0 4 
apes ~ rs Y T~z - = EpTp + (J rsJ P 
C47 = 1 - f1 2f2 1 (1 - a,B 1) ( l - a,FJ 2 ) } } } 
C4s = 1 - f2Jy"fyJ2 (l - a,B} 2H 1 - a.y) 
Insulation . - If it is assumed that there is heat transfer only 
through the end of the component YJ the expression for the rate of heat 
...., ___ y 
(y ) 
absorption by sur face y ( sketch (y )) is 
Q k 
- = - (T1 - T) A t Y (D12a ) 
However} since T1 is not known} another equat i on is needed . The net 
rate of heat absorption by surface 1 due to thermal radiation from ex-
ternal sources is given by 
(D12b ) 
The se two equat i ons can b e equated ( s i nce the amount of heat that enters 
surface 1 must be equal to t he amount of heat t hat passes through sur-
face y assuming no heat loss on the edges of the insulation )} and T1 
can b e obtained by a trial-and- error process. After T1 i s known} 
either equation can be used for the heat flux . 
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Another application of insulation between a constant-temperature 
source and an external heat flux is shown in sketch (z). It is assumed 
~---Y 
(z) 
that the waves of electromagnetic radiation from Y are incident only 
on surface 1. The net rate of heat absorption by surface 1 due to radi-
ation from the external heat source must be equal to the conductive 
heat - transfer rate through the insulation. This is given by 
(D13a) 
A similar equation can be obtained for surface 2 : 
Eyf2,y0-2Tj } 
1-rt y(l - ay) (1- a 2 ) 
(D13b) 
The term on the right side of equation (D13b) is the expr ession for the 
net rate of heat emission by surface 2. If Ti and T2 are the only 
unknowns in (D13a) and (D13b), they can be obtained by a trial-and-error 
process . Then the rate of heat transfer into surface y is given by 
(D13c) 
Combining shadow shields and foils . - The heat - transfer rate for 
the system shown i n sketch (a 1 ) r equires a trial- and- error solut i on 
,N foils 
\ 
\ 
-------
(a I) 
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between the shadow- shield equations (D9), (DlO ) , or (Dll) and the f oil 
equation (DB) . I n using Q/ A f r om the shadow- shi eld equations , replace 
Ty by TF, °'y by a.F, and Ey by EF. Then, by t r ial and error, the 
outer-foil temperature fy is f ound, which g i ves equal values of Q/ A 
for the shadow- shi eld equations and the foil equat i on . Thi s method 
assumes that, whenever a and b areas exist on the out er f oils, the 
outer foil has i nfi_nite conduct i v i ty laterally. 
Combini ng sha dow shields and i nsula t i on . - The heat - transfer r at e 
for the system of shadow shi elds and i nsulat i on i n sket ch (b 1 ) requires 
\ 
------- \ 
'-a I' e I 
(b I ) 
an iteration between the shadow-shi eld equations a nd the insulation 
equation . Again, in using Q/ A f rom equations (D9), (DlO), or (Dll), 
it is necessary to replace Ty by T1, Ey by E1, and a.y by a.1 . 
Then an iteration is required to determine the equilibr ium va lue of T1. 
This method also a ssumes that, whenever a and b areas ex i st on the 
outer surface of the insulation, thi s surface is assumed t o hav e an 
infinite conduct i vity l aterally. 
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TABLE I. - PLANEI1ARY CONSTANTS 
Planet aPlanet 4 4 aAlbedo, ( rs )
2 
temperature, ap EpTp + a pES -- Tsz, rs,P 
Tp, 
oR4 OR 
Day Night Day Night 
Venus b506 450 ( 29 ) bo . 73 3.644Xl011 l.107XlOlO 
Earth b525 b525 b .39 1. 433x1011 4.634Xl0lO 
Mars 518 ( 29 ) 401 (30) .08(30) 7 . 501x1010 2.388XJ.0lO 
aNumbers in parentheses refer to references. 
b "Astronomical Aspects of Space Technology." Joint lecture 
course by Case Inst . Tech . and NASA Lewis Res. Center, 
Fall 1958. 
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Payload Oxidant 
Payload Fuel 
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(a) 
(b) 
Fuel Engine 
Nuclear Reactor 
shield 
(a) Typical chemical- rocket stage . 
(b) Typi cal nuclear- rocket stage. 
Figure 1. - Schematic diagrams of rocket stages . 
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Figure 14. - Effect of nu.~ber of foils and presence of double 
shadow shie lds on hydrogen heat - absorption rate due to 
planetary flux (l/d = 0 . 1) . Diameter, 10 feet ; ratio of 
altitude above F.arth to F.arth radius, 0 . 1. 
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Figure 15 . - Effectiveness of various devices f or reducing 
effect of pl a netary heating (~ = E = 0. 1) . 
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Figure 16. - Variation of payload we i ght penalty with number 
of foils between components . 
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Figure 17 . - Variation of heat-absorption rate with angular 
position for stage in circular orbit 1000 statute mi les 
above Mars surface. Ten foils on hydrogen- and oxygen-
tank sides and on hydrogen-tank end(~ = E = 0.1). 
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